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Introduction
Canada is facing unprecedented challenges in supplying cost-effective, sustainable energy to
meet growing demands. Responsibly developed energy resources are the key to Canada's
transition to a low-carbon energy future, environmental sustainability and socio-economic
stability. Future leaders within the industry, government and Indigenous communities will rely
on technical knowledge that crosscuts western disciplines in the natural sciences and traditional
knowledge for informed decision-making. As graduate students, we work to develop depth of
knowledge in a specific science or policy area to establish expertise. In addition, often overlooked
soft skills are needed to apply that expertise.
CREATE-REDEVELOP is a multi-university training program that addresses these challenges,
where university students learn to work across disciplines, distances and cultures in preparation
for entering the energy-sector workforce. The CREATE-REDEVELOP program incorporates
webinars, workshops, field tours, and industry-led panel discussions on a range of topics. This
two-day field trip (May 12-13, 2022) is part of the REDEVELOP 2022 training program. It will
provide a brief introduction to the geology, and natural and human history along the road
corridor of Highway 1 and Highway 93, starting in Calgary and continuing through Banff and
Kootenay National Parks (Alberta and British Columbia, Canada) – passing through some of the
most majestic wilderness areas in the Canadian Rockies. This trip is designed to provide students
in engineering, policy and geoscience from five universities in Ontario and Alberta with an
opportunity to visit and appreciate the Canadian Rocky Mountains landscape while exploring the
following themes:
•
•
•
•

Geological history of the Rockies and Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB)
Energy systems, focusing on natural gas and geothermal energy
Climate change, focusing on wildfires, pine beetle, glacial retreat, flooding
Indigenous history and relationship with the landscape

A map showing the field trip route and planned stops is shown in Figure 1.

National Parks
Banff and Kootenay National Parks are located in the traditional territories of the Kootenay,
Stoney, Blood, Peigan, Siksika and Tsuu T'ina First Nations peoples, who have inhabited these
lands since about 10,000 years before the present. These First Nations people hunted large game
animals (sheep, goats, moose, deer and elk) found in the Rocky Mountains (Finkelstein et al.,
2015). In 1856-1858 the British-led Palliser Expedition ventured into the Canadian Rockies, led by
Captain John Palliser and Eugene Bougeau, James Hector and Thomas Blakiston. Apart from a
few tappers, this was the first foray by Europeans into the Canadian Rockies.
Banff National Park was established as Rocky Mountains Park in 1887, after the "discovery" of
hot springs (long known to First Nations people) during the construction of the Canadian Pacific
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Railway (CPR). The Banff Springs Hotel, accessible at the time only by rail, was built in 1888 by
the CPR to attract wealthy tourists to the area. The hotel is designed to emulate the architecture
of a (stereo) typical castle in the Scottish Highlands. Lands for Kootenay National Park, previously
used by hunters and trappers, were set aside during the 1920s. Roads into the area were initially
developed during the First World War. The Trans-Canada Highway through Banff National Park
was completed during the 1960s and provided much easier access to the region. Take note of the
wildlife overpasses constructed along with wildlife fencing to reduce the collisions along the
Trans-Canada highway. Construction of these overpasses began in 1996. Motion-triggered
cameras show wildlife using these overpasses, demonstrating that these are remarkably
successful.

Regional Geology
The Canadian Rocky Mountains represent an archetypal "thin-skinned" thrust belt comprised
almost entirely of sedimentary rocks. The rock layers were deposited along an exceptionally longlived passive continental margin that initially formed during the Mesoproterozoic time. Thrust
faults that created the structural architecture of the Canadian Rockies were active from Late
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Cretaceous to Paleocene (ending approximately 55 Myr before the present). This period of
tectonic activity is sometimes referred to as the Laramide orogeny, named for the Laramie
Mountains in eastern Wyoming. Unlike the U.S. Rocky Mountains, however, the thin-skinned
deformation of the Canadian Rockies exposes almost no crystalline (igneous or metamorphic)
basement rocks.
During the last glacial maximum (approximately 26.5 kyr before the present), the Cordilleran Ice
Sheet covered most Canadian Rockies, leaving only the highest peaks (known as nunataks)
uncovered. The Cordilleran Ice Sheet interacted with the Laurentide Ice Sheet immediately east
of the mountains, shaping the foothills landforms that exist today, extending as far east of the
mountains as the City of Calgary.
Sedimentary rocks exposed in the Canadian Rockies span the geologic time from Neoproterozoic
to recent, with a few gaps represented by major unconformities. The highest peaks are
predominantly composed of Paleozoic carbonates or quartzite, which are lithologies that are
generally more resistant to erosion than recessive shales and siltstones. Most of the stratigraphic
units exposed in the Canadian Rockies also extend into the subsurface in the Western Canada
Sedimentary Basin (WCSB). Despite the correlative nature of these units, distinct different
stratigraphic nomenclature is used for the outcrops and the subsurface (see Figures 2 and 3). The
Canadian Rockies are world-renowned for fossil beds, including the Burgess Shale, which
preserves soft-bodied organisms that record the so-called Cambrian explosion of life.
The southern Canadian Rocky Mountains can be broadly divided into four structural and
geomorphic domains: Foothills, Front Ranges, Main Ranges and Western Ranges (Figure 3). The
Foothills domain primarily expose Mesozoic clastic rocks and is characterized by lower relief than
the other geomorphic domains of the Canadian Rockies. Banff is situated within the Front
Ranges, which expose Paleozoic carbonates (limestones and dolomites) that form prominent
dipping layers. The Main Ranges expose deeper Paleozoic and Neoproterozoic units that are
often flat lying within open antiformal structures (Figure 4). The Western Ranges are dominated
by fine-grained rocks that were deposited seaward of the continental shelf, forming a large-scale
west-facing fan structure (anticlinorium). The western limit of the Canadian Rockies is defined by
the Rocky Mountain Trench (RMT), a roughly linear valley with varying along-strike structural
expression. The RMT is located above, or close to, the edge of thick cratonic mantle lithosphere
(Bao et al., 2014).
The WCSB is one of the most important hydrocarbon basins in the world and is considered a
“super basin”, a geoscientific and economic concept that applies to a sedimentary basin with
multiple reservoirs and source rocks, diverse play types, as well as established infrastructure and
supply chains.
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Figure 2. Mesozoic and Cenozoic stratigraphy. Source: Alberta Geological Survey Table of Formations.
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Figure 3. Paleozoic stratigraphy. Source: Alberta Geological Survey Table of Formations.
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Figure 4. Major geomorphological subdivisions of the southern and central Canadian
Rockies (Osborne et al., 2006).

Field Trip Schedule
Table 1: Field Trip Schedule
Day

Location

May 12

Hilton Hotel, Calgary

May 12

Stop 1.1: Jumping Pound gas plant

May 12

Arrival Time

Departure Time

Washroom?

8:30am

Yes

9:15am

10:30am

?

Stop 1.2: Yamnuska overlook

11:15am

11:30am

Yes

May 12

Stop 1.3: Bow Falls (lunch)

12:15pm

1:15pm

?

May 12

Stop 1.4: Sinclair Canyon

2:45pm

3:00pm

No

May 12

Stop 1.5: Fairmont Hot Springs

4:00pm

5:00pm

Yes

May 12

Kanata Inn, Invermere

5:30pm

Yes
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May 13

Kanata Inn, Invermere

8:00am

Yes

May 13

Stop 2.1: Kootenay Valley overlook

8:45am

9:00am

No

May 13

Stop 2.2: Stanley Glacier

10:00am

11:00am

Yes

May 13

Stop 2.3: Cougar Creek overlook

12:00pm

12:15pm

No

May 13

Stop 2.4: Grotto Mountain Pond
(lunch)

12:45pm

1:45pm

Yes

May 13

Stop 2.5: Barrier Lake Field Station

2:30pm

3:30pm

Yes

May 13

Hilton Hotel, Calgary

4:30pm

Yes

Day 1 – Themes: Energy Systems and Geology
Stop 1.1: Jumping Pound gas plant
This stop is at the Jumping Pound Gas Plant to the west of Cochrane along Highway 1a. The gas
plant has been operational since the mid-1950s and processes sour (H2S) natural gas produced
from vertical wells drilled into carbonates of the Mississippian aged (359 to 323 Myr) Rundle
Group. The gas reservoir is comprised of naturally fractured carbonates, with fractures related to
thrust faulting during mountain building in the Late Cretaceous (Figure 5). Each of the wells in
the Jumping Pound Field has produced between 50 to over 100 80 BCF (Billion Cubic Feet) of gas
since the 1950s (Figure 6). Initial gas production rates in many of these wells were over 10 million
cubic feet/day, a gas production rate higher than most modern horizontal wells. After more than
60 years of production from these wells, production has generally declined to 1-2 million cubic
feet a day (Figure 6). With the average household in Alberta using 110 GJ of natural gas per year
(~110,000 cubic feet/year), gas production from a single gas well within the Jumping Pound Field
can, even at today's reduced gas production rates, heat around 3,300 Alberta households
(~10,000 people).
Many new unconventional gas production wells have initial production rates of 1-5 million cubic
feet a day; thus, Alberta needs 500 such wells to fulfill its heating requirements. The remaining
gas is exported to other provinces and the US. The gas in the Jumping Pound Field has a very high
content of sour gas (~4.5 % H2S). Therefore, wells and gathering systems cannot have any leaks,
as even a low concentration of sour gas is deadly. At this stop, we will be guided by staff from
Pieridae Energy, which owns the Jumping Pound field and gas plant. This will be a great
opportunity to ask questions about these operations.
Take aways
•
•

Alberta has a long history of oil and gas production, with production still increasing after
over 100 years.
A single gas well can provide energy for thousands of households for decades.
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•

Gas wells and their gathering systems with no leakage have been constructed and
operated for many decades. Thus, fugitive gases are not a technical issue, but mainly a
design and regulator enforcement problem.

Figure 5. Production bubble map of wells producing from the Rundle Group, generated from GeoSCOUT. Stop 1 at
the Jumping Pound gas plant is shown with a star. The north-south trend of the gas field (red bubbles) reflects the
orientation of the thrust sheet the wells are producing from, as shown on the geological map and cross section,
modified from Ollerenshaw (1978).

Figure 6. Production chart for a gas well within the Jumping Pound Pool. The well started producing in 1955 but
unfortunately no public record exists for the first 13 years. Gas production has gradually declined ~4% per year to ~1
million cubic feet a day (MMcf/day) over its 67-year production history. The well has produced over 115 BCF of gas. Data
provided by geoLOGIC Systems Ltd.
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Gas plant tour: Upon arrival, University participants will be greeted by the Pieridae leadership
team. The leadership team will provide a brief description of their role and a high-level summary
of Pieridae. Weather permitting, we will take a 30-minute walk around the gas plant, where the
leadership team will describe various parts of the plant and field questions from the participants.
Should we not be given a nice day, we will lead the University bus around the gas plant.
*Pieridae will provide refreshments and light snacks.

Stop 1.2: Yamnuska Overlook and McConnell Thrust
Near the Trans-Canada Highway, the McConnell Thrust fault marks the boundary between the
Foothills and the Front Ranges of the Foreland Belt. Under the partly vegetated slopes of Mount
Yamnuska are the recessive fluvial sandstones and mudstones of the Cretaceous Belly River
Formation. The McConnell Thrust juxtaposed the light-gray, cliff-forming limestones of the
Middle Cambrian Eldon over the Belly River Formation. McConnell mapped this fault in the 1880s,
80 years before plate tectonics was accepted in North America. The cross-sections that included
the horizontal movement along the fault named after him were met with a great deal of
resistance. Today photographs, similar to Figure 7, are included in many introductory geology
textbooks as classic examples of thrust faults.
The ~1m thick McConnell Fault is exposed along the base of the cliff, which is a popular climbing
destination on Mount Yamnuska. The fault is almost flat under Mount Yamnuska but dips
moderately to the southwest under the Front Ranges in a classic flat-ramp-flat morphology.
Minor imbricate thrust faults with associated folds deform the Cambrian carbonate rocks in the
hanging wall, while the Upper Cretaceous footwall strata are relatively undisturbed. Interaction
between topography and the attitude of the thrust resulted in the irregular map pattern for the
front edge of the McConnell thrust sheet.
The McConnell Thrust is the easternmost major thrust fault in the southern Canadian Rockies,
forming a broad arc about 480km long between the Crowsnest (south) and Yellowhead passes
(north). The maximum displacement was estimated at greater than 35km (Price and Mountjoy
1970). Fault movement is considered to have occurred as late as the early Eocene. There is some
recent debate about a proposed "McConnell pulse" of movement at 52 Ma (proposed using Ar
analysis of illite by van der Pluijm et al. 2006) and Price (2007), who questioned the validity of
these illite ages. The McConnell Thrust also forms a subtle metamorphic boundary between the
zeolite facies with bituminous coal rank in the Foothills or footwall Belly River Formation and
prehnite-pumpellyite facies interpreted from anthracitic coal rank and conodont alteration index
in the Front Ranges or hanging wall Eldon Formation.
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Take aways
•
•
•
•

The McConnell Thrust is a classic thrust fault that is characteristic of thin-skinned fold and
thrust belts, often observed in the foreland of major mountain belts.
Most of these regional thrust faults have a flat-ramp-flat morphology, where movement
occurred along zones of weakness before cutting across the stratigraphy.
Many major boundaries in mountain belts are marked by regional faults such as the
McConnell Thrust.
The paradigm shift represented by plate tectonics was that horizontal movement along
faults such as the McConnell Thrust was possible due to the horizontal movement of
tectonic plates.

Figure 7 – Mount Yamnuska (elevation 2235 m), also known as Mount Laurie, showing the McConnell Thrust and Cambrian
formations (Pika, Eldon) overlying the Cretaceous Belly River Group. Photo from Gadd (1995).

Stop 1.3: Bow Falls
Weather permitting, we will be stopping for lunch at Bow Falls, located in the Town of Banff.
Here, the Bow River cascades over a small escarpment created by resistant siltstones of the
Triassic Sulphur Mountain Formation. By definition, siltstone is a fine-grained clastic rock
composed of angular silt-sized particles (0.0039 to 0.063 mm). At first glance, siltstone and shale
(which is composed of even finer grains) look similar, but in sunlight, you should be able to see
sparkles from siltstone1. The dominant mineral in this formation is quartz, which is very hard and
therefore more resistant to erosion than the surrounding shales. From here, the Bow River flows

1

Please be aware that it is illegal to remove rock samples from the National Park.
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to Calgary and then joins the Red Deer River near Medicine Hat, Alberta, to become the South
Saskatchewan River, which ultimately flows into Hudson Bay at Churchill, Manitoba.
The Sulphur Mountain Formation is correlative with the Montney Formation, which covers
130,000 km2 in the subsurface of northern BC and central Alberta. The Montney is up to 300 m
in thickness and represents a world-class unconventional hydrocarbon play that is currently being
extensively developed for natural gas to feed planned LNG export facilities on Canada's west
coast. Unlike the fractured Rundle Group carbonates at Jumping Pound, Montney siltstones lack
sufficient permeability for gas to flow at commercial rates. Consequently, hydraulic fracturing is
used to create artificial fractures within the formation, allowing wells to produce gas prolifically
at rates similar to conventional gas wells in the Jumping Pound field.
As we drive to the next stop, we will cross through all of the geomorphological belts of the
Canadian Rockies from the Front Ranges to the Western Ranges. The Eastern Main Ranges are
typified by Castle Mountain, which has flat-lying strata as compared with dipping strata in the
Front Ranges. The transition to the Western Main Ranges corresponds to a facies change in the
lower Paleozoic, where thick, cliff-forming shallow-water limestone units change laterally into
recessive weathering, deep-water slates of the Chancellor Formation. Look for slaty cleavage on
roadcuts beside the highway. The exception to this lithologic change is the Late Cambrian
Ottertail Formation, which is resistant to weathering and forms dramatic mountain topography
(the 600-m high Rockwall that towers over Floe Lake). We will catch a glimpse of the glaciated
Rockwall as we approach Kootenay Park Lodge.
As we cross into BC, we will be going from the Hudson Bay watershed to the Columbia/Kootenay
River watershed, which drains into the Pacific Ocean.

Figure 8. Bow Falls, where the Bow River cascades over a small escarpment of
Sulphur Mountain siltstone. Photo from Gadd (1995).
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Stop 1.4: Sinclair Canyon: The Plumbing System for Radium and Fairmont Hot Springs
Sinclair Canyon transects the southern extension of the Beaverfoot Range in the Western Ranges,
exposing Silurian to Cambrian shales and carbonates representative of the facies change to deepsea lithologies west of the continental shelf. We drove through the massively bedded carbonates
of the Main Ranges that represent the continental shelf lithologies that would be forming today
on the passive margin of the east coast of Canada. At this stop, we will see outcrop scale folds
that represent a regional scale anticlinorium. Structural geologists use these outcrop scale
features to piece together the regional scale geological structures.
Time permitting, we will walk across the face of the vibrant red Iron Gates outcrop (Fig. 9B), past
the Radium pool outcrop (Fig. 9E), then across the hanging wall of the Redwall Fault through
Sinclair Canyon. Before the LITHOPROBE active seismic transects and before plate tectonics was
accepted in North America, the original interpretation was that the Redwall Fault was a steep
strike-slip fault with a displacement of 8km (North and Henderson 1954). Seismic reflections from
the LITHOPROBE transect support the interpretation that the Redwall Fault is a west-dipping
thrust fault (Eaton & Cook 1988) that juxtaposed the older Upper Cambrian Jubilee carbonates
on top of the younger Ordovician Beaverfoot Formation.
The Redwall Fault gets its name from the hematite that provides the vibrant red of the Iron Gates
outcrop. Radium, Fairmont, and Lussier hot springs occur along the western margin of the NWSE trending Redwall Fault (Grasby and Hutcheon, 2001), suggesting that hydrothermal fluids
circulating in the hanging wall of the Redwall Fault form the plumbing system for these hot
springs (Fornwald 2017a/b). These hydrothermal systems require significant permeability to
channel the hot springs to the surface. The Jubilee Formation carbonates in this Iron Gates
outcrop have extensive brecciation and multiple generations of carbonate veins (e.g., Figure
9C/D) that provide evidence for both deformation and circulating fluids.
Today the source for Radium hot springs is located under the pool building. It is very likely that
just after the Wisconsin glaciation, the source for this hot spring could have been as high as the
Iron Gates outcrop. Once the ice retreated, uplift from glacial isostatic adjustment combined with
an incision by Sinclair Creek deepened Sinclair Canyon, permitting the hot spring source to
migrate down topography. We won't have time to examine the faults and fractures in the Radium
pool outcrop (Figure 9 E/F). However, these do provide evidence for the open permeability
through this portion of the Jubilee Formation outcrop, unlike the closed brecciation and veins in
the Iron Gates outcrop.
Walking west through Sinclair Canyon, we will cross the contact between the Jubilee Formation
into the shales of the Upper Cambrian to Ordovician McKay Formation. These outcrops contain
lovely folds, faults and slickenlines, which structural geologists use to determine the direction of
fault movement.
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Take aways
•
•
•
•

Facies changes in rocks of the same age mark significant lithological changes due to the
changes in the sedimentary environment.
Regional geological structures such as folds can be reconstructed using outcrop-scaled
observations and measurements.
Plate tectonics and seismology advanced our understanding of regional thrust faults such
as the Redwall Fault
Hydrothermal fluid circulation for hot springs (and eventually for geothermal energy
production) requires permeability.

Figure 9: Iron Gates and Radium Pool Outcrops. The arrows indicate locations of the outcrops, samples and structural
measurements. (A) The trace of the Redwall Fault is depicted on this Lidar image (courtesy of Airborne Imaging Inc.). The
teeth point towards the hanging wall the down dip direction along the fault surface. Here the Redwall Fault thrust Upper
Cambrian Jubilee Formation carbonates (left in the hanging wall) over Ordovician Beaverfoot Formation (right in the
footwall) Highway 93 runs east to west through the valley in the middle of this image. (B) The vibrant red brecciated Iron
Gates outcrop typical of the brecciated hanging wall of the Redwall Fault. (C) Brecciation near the bottom of the Iron Gates
outcrop. (D) A photomicrograph of a calcite vein (XP, scale bar is 200nm) with deformation twins (from the middle of “C”).
(E) Radium pool outcrop with stereonet plots of fault and fracture orientations. The two main observed trends averaged at
145ᵒ/70ᵒSW and 220ᵒ/70ᵒNW. (F) Orthogonal fractures (Fornwald 2017a/b, 2018).
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The Rocky Mountain Trench: A Geoscience Conundrum
As we drive west of Sinclair Canyon, we will descend into The Rocky Mountain Trench (RMT), a linear
depression that extends 1600km from Montana (48°N latitude) to the BC-Yukon border (60°N latitude)
that is visible from space. It is aligned with the Tintina Trench that extends across the Yukon Territories
into Alaska (van der Velden and Cook 1996). The RMT is typically 5-13km wide, 1000 to 2000m deep,
roughly U-shaped and floored by terraced glacial till (Leech 1966).
The Rocky Mountain Trench has puzzled geologists since it was first examined by Wheeler in the 1960s.
A break near Prince George, BC (54°N latitude) divides the RMT into northern (NRMT) and southern
(SRMT) sections. Major dextral strike-slip fault zones are contained in both the NRMT and the Tintina
trench, with estimates of displacement between 450 and 900km (Gabrielse 1985). These displacements
lead Price and Carmichael (1986) to suggest that these two trenches formed part of an intracontinental
transform fault system. In the south, this dramatic topographic lineament does not represent a major
fault structure and is not a terrane boundary, nor does it really mark the southwestern limit of the
Foreland Belt. However, based on physiography, the SRMT is still somewhat arbitrarily taken to
represent the boundary between the Omineca and Foreland Belts (Price and Monger 2003). As
discussed below, it also corresponds to the abrupt edge of the thick lithosphere: the North American
plate thins abrupt, across the SRMT, from 200 km in the east to ~ 50 km in the west (Bao et al., 2014).
Early geologists in this area considered the RMT to be a significant break and assumed that lithological
units did not continue across this feature. Therefore, stratigraphic units in this region frequently have up
to four names, one for the Foreland Belt, one for the Omineca Crystalline Belt and then an additional set
of names for areas north in the region of the Yellowhead highway between Jasper and Edmonton.
The LITHOPROBE transects suggested that both stratigraphy and structures continue across the RMT,
implying that the RMT is not a significant boundary. There has been a significant amount of speculative
material written about the origin of the southern RMT (e.g., North and Henderson 1954; Chamberlain
and Lambert 1985; van der Velden and Cook 1996). The structural and stratigraphic linkages across the
RMT, combined with seismic data, prevent the existence of significant strike-slip faults or terrane
boundaries. There is 1-2km of vertical offset along the RMT normal faults near Golden (Boggs 2004) and
4-5km of dip-slip movement near Cranbrook (van der Velden and Cook 1996).
The timing of movement along the RMT normal faults is constrained by locally exposed Miocene nonmarine strata that were deposited within the RMT half-graben (Clague 1974). These Miocene strata are
locally faulted and tilted, suggesting that deformation continued after they were deposited. Northwest
of Golden, it was suggested by Boggs (2004) that extensional movement along the RMT occurred
between 60 and 54Ma, constrained by biotite and muscovite 39Ar-40Ar analysis.
In terms of geophysical data and models, teleseismic surface-wave tomography used to map seismic
wave velocity in the mantle shows that the SRMT correlates spatially with a major step-like change in
the thickness of the Earth's lithosphere (Bao et al., 2014). This inferred dramatic thinning of the North
American plate by approximately 150km is confirmed by a corresponding change in surface heat flux,
along with westward disappearance of magnetic anomalies that arise from Precambrian crystalline
basement and westward reduction in plate strength as evidenced by gravitational data. Such a step-like
change in plate thickness will lead to edge-driven convection in the Earth's mantle, providing a localized
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source of heat for geothermal systems due to mantle upwelling along with the RMT (Hardebol et al.,
2012). The sharpness of the velocity anomaly in the mantle implies that the lithospheric step is Eocene
age or younger since thermal diffusion will progressively reduce the velocity of the cold, thick, ancient
lithospheric keel (Eaton et al., 2018). The RMT also marks a transition from thick crust to the east (> 40
km) to uniformly thin crust (~ 30 km) to the west, with seismic evidence for interfingering of the Moho
across the transition (DiCaprio et al., 2020). Thus, there are significant differences between the surface
expression of the RMT and its expression in the deep lithosphere.
Take aways
•
•
•

Our planet is a complex system with many geological features that are not yet completely
understood.
The RMT remains as a geological conundrum, including challenges to reconcile shallow
geological observations with deep geophysical data.
The SRMT corresponds with a 150 km step in the thickness of the North American plate

The Columbia River: Floods, Dams, International River Treaty and Hydroelectric Power
Radium Hot Springs and Invermere are both located along the Columbia River. As we drive from Radium
to Invermere, there are many spectacular views across the Columbia River. From the headwaters in the
RMT (Figure 10), the Columbia flows 2000km northwest through the Big Bend, where it bends and heads
south through Revelstoke to the Pacific Ocean in Astoria, Oregon. The Columbia Watershed drains
665,000 km2 (larger than Saskatchewan and roughly the same size as France). Today there are three dams
on the Canadian portion of the Columbia River, the Hugh Keenleyside Dam at Castlegar, Mica Creek just
past the Big Bend and Revelstoke Dam 5km north of Revelstoke (Stanley 2010).
In 1948, significant flooding in Trail, BC and Vanport, Oregon, killed 50 people and left 38,000 people
homeless. These floods motivated Canada and the US to move forward in negotiations for the Columbia
River Treaty, which was signed in January 1961 (and passed by Parliament in June of 1964; Stanley 2010).
This marked the start of a significant sequence of engineering achievements. First, the land where the
reservoirs would be filled needed to be cleared (a local character in Golden was involved in the logging
along Kinbasket Lake when he was 17; while Phil Simony from the University of Calgary recorded the
geology he could access along the old Big Bend Highway before it was flooded). The portion of the TransCanada Highway through Rogers Pass needed to be constructed in order to permit the bypassing of the
Big Bend Highway that would soon be flooded (there are still portions of paved highway that emerge out
of Kinbasket Lake between Golden and the Big Bend).
The first dam to be built on the Canadian side was the Duncan Dam on the Kootenay River, followed by
the Hugh Keeleyside Dam near Castlegar, which included a navigation lock to permit logs to be transported
to the sawmill. When Mica Dam was completed in 1973, it was the highest earth-fill dam in the world, at
240m. Mica Creek expanded to house the 4,000 workers necessary to build Mica Dam. Katherine's aunt
was the public health nurse who had to drive the "interesting" dirt road once a week from Revelstoke in
her VW bug. Those 4000 workers then moved south to build the Revelstoke dam, which was completed
in 1985. Initially, only four penstocks were installed and operational at Revelstoke. Today there are five
penstocks. There is an interesting video summarizing how they transported the runner from Brazil to
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Revelstoke in the Revelstoke Dam visitor centre (well worth a detour the next time you drive through
Rogers Pass).

Figure 10: The Columbia River drainage basin (columbiarivercalling.com). From the marsh
under the “c” in Duncan the Columbia River flows north while the Kootenay River flows
south. The Kootenay River rejoins the Columbia River just south of the Keenleyside dam.

Take aways
•
•

The Columbia River Act required international cooperation between Canada and the US to
address significant flooding hazards.
Building the Hugh Keeleyside, Mica and Revelstoke dams were massive engineering
achievements.
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Stop 1.5: Fairmont Hot Springs Carbonate Mound
At ~ 4km2 the Fairmont Hot Springs carbonate mound is likely the largest hot spring carbonate mound in
Canada. It is located in the hanging wall of the Redwall Fault, in the same hydrothermal setting as
Radium and Lussier hot springs, but these other two hot springs do not have carbonate mounds. Carbon
ages from two charcoal samples in the Lower Carbonate Sequence provided dates of 8690 +/- 90 and
8270 +/- 70 calendar years before the present, suggesting that the entire carbonate mound formed after
glaciation (Rainey and Jones 2009). Today the main source is protected inside a building behind the pool,
but there remains a small source at the top of the carbonate mound. These hot springs are used to
heat the resort pool deck and the water in the resort. The resort did conduct a feasibility study for
producing electricity from the pool overflow, but that would require significant expensive engineering.
We won't have time to stop at the outcrop in Figure 11A/B, which is provided to illustrate the fine-scale
layering within the Fairmont Hot Springs carbonate mound. Rainey and Jones (2009) defined tufa as
being biotically controlled and travertine as being abiotically controlled. The main textures that we will
see in the carbonate mound include stromatolite tufa (algae mats with bubbles), feather-like dendrites
and radiating dendrites travertine. Flow rates across the apron, topography and spring discharge rates
are the main controls for biotic versus abiotic carbonate deposition. Slow flow rates promoted the
growth of stromatolites on the distal apron while radiating dendrites formed on the proximal apron due
to relative quiescence that developed shallow evaporitic pools. Conversely, high spring discharge would
have developed stromatolite growth proximally, with dendrites forming distally due to fast turbulent
flow (Rainey and Jones 2009).
Today we will start at the top of the carbonate mound, where we should be able to identify both biotic
and abiotic carbonate being formed today. We should also be able to see new carbonate forming on
vegetation. Take note of the vegetation that we see on the top of the mound to compare with the fossils
that we will see along the Fairmont Creek outcrop as we literally descend through time into the core of
the carbonate mound.
Take aways
•
•
•

Geologists use modern sedimentary environments to interpret ancient sedimentary
environments in the rock record.
The Fairmont Hot Springs Carbonate Mound provides a brilliant opportunity to observe the
competition between abiotic and biotic carbonate deposition.
Carbonate mounds provide fascinating “living” laboratories to explore the impacts of climate
change since the Wisconsin glaciation while exploring the fossilization process occurring
before our eyes.

Figure 11: (next page) Cross-section through the Basal Macrophyte unit of the Fairmont Hot Springs Carbonate mound
(Stange 2018). (B) Provides a more detailed image of the white box in “A”. The black bar in “B” is 1m. Dendritic calcite (Cal)
looks like feathers. Vfg = very fine grained, Wt = white, Or = orange. We won’t have time to stop at this outcrop and it would
require some excavation to expose the detailed layers in “B”. At the top of the carbonate deposit we will see newly forming
conglomerate, bubbles, travertine and tufa. As we walk down the Fairmont Creek trail, we will see living trees and shrubs that
are fossilized within the carbonate mound. Figure 11 (continued next page): Fairmont Creek outcrop. Fairmont Creek has
incised through the eastern margin of the carbonate mound. The cartoon reconstruction of the carbonate mound in (D) provides
3-D context for the hike that we will take beside the Fairmont Creek outcrop (E). Here we will see a modified carbonate system
developing due to the overflow from the pools. The units described by Rainey and Jones (2009) are labeled on (E). We will also
see similar paleoflow structures (F) at the margin of the discharge arm in the creek bed (modified from Rainey and Jones 2009).
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Figure 11
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Day 2 – Themes: Climate change and Indigenous perspectives
Stop 2.1: Kootenay Valley Overlook
Stop 2.1 will provide a panoramic view looking across the Kootenay River valley at the south end of
Kootenay National Park (Figure 12). From this vantage point, you will see evidence of forest damage
caused by both wildfires and infestation by the mountain pine beetle (dendroctonus ponderosa).
Large areas of the park were devastated by wildfires in 2003, 2004, 2017 and 2018. Wildfires are part of
the natural forest cycle, but they appear to be getting more common due to climate change and human
interventions (wildfire suppression). Regrowth is clearly evident in the regions of older fires but not in
areas that were burned in the last two years, as you will see on the drive through the park.
The forests in the lower elevations are predominantly coniferous and include species such as Douglas fir,
lodgepole pine, western larch, trembling poplar, and western red cedar. Several unusually warm winters
in the 1990s led to a major pine beetle outbreak in BC's forests, which is ongoing today (Burleigh et al.,
2014). The beetles preferentially attack mature lodgepole pine trees, which are abundant in the Rocky
Mountains. The effects of this infestation are apparent in large areas with red (dying or dead) pine trees.
These parts of the forest are susceptible to wildfires.
Away from the main highway corridors, Banff and Kootenay National Parks are wilderness areas that
provide habitat for a remarkable diversity of large mammals, including black bears, grizzly bears, moose,
wolves, and Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep and mountain goats. In addition, birds of prey found in both
parks include bald and golden eagles, red-tailed hawks and osprey. At higher elevations, the white-tailed

Figure 12: Kootenay River valley, a glacial U-shaped valley, showing effects of wildfires and
Rocky Mountain Pine Beetle.
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ptarmigan and marmots are common. This diversity of fauna reflects the range of habitats found in the
park due to variations in elevation, climate and plant communities (Parks Canada, 2018).
In our drive through Kootenay national park, we will be observing forest regrowth at various stages of
recovery following wildfires in 2003, 2004, 2017 and 2018. A major heat dome in June 2021 led to one of
the worst ever wildfire seasons in western North America.

Stop 2.2: Stanley Glacier hike and Burgess Shale fauna
Weather and conditions permitting, we will stretch out legs with a short hike to view the Stanley Glacier
in Kootenay National Park. This small glacier is formed on the cooler northeast-facing cliffs of Stanley
Peak, with snows that are blown across the summit ridge by the prevailing westerly winds. Like all
glaciers in the Canadian Rockies, the Stanley Glacier is currently retreating in response to climate
change. A future with fewer and smaller glaciers could dramatically impact the availability of water
resources in the southern plains.
Although we do not have time on this trip, it is worth noting that a Burgess Shale equivalent fossil
locality exists in this area (Caron et al., 2014), in the Stephen Formation just below its contact with the
Eldon Formation. The Burgess Shale is over 500 million years old (Middle Cambrian) and contains an
extraordinary endowment of well-preserved soft-bodied organisms that document the so-called
Cambrian explosion of life on Earth. More information about Burgess Shale and the fauna that it hosts
can be found at https://www.burgess-shale.bc.ca.

Figure 13: Map and cross section of the Stanley Glacier trail (from AllTrails.com). Time
and conditions permitting, we will hike up to point 2 to get an unobstructed view of the
glacier.
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Stop 2.3: Cougar Creek Overlook
At this stop, we will look across the Bow valley toward Cougar Creek, an ephemeral stream that is usually
a minor tributary of the Bow River. In 2013, the entire Bow River and Elbow River drainage basin
experienced a historic (~ 100 year) flood. With damage estimated at $5-6 billion, this was one of the most
costly natural disasters in Canada (Boggs & Hanneman, 2016). As noted by these authors, there were
several factors that contributed to the "perfect storm" conditions that culminated in the flood:
•
•
•

Leading up to the flood, spring conditions were cold, leading to delayed high-altitude run-off
in the Front Ranges.
The month of June, typically the wettest month of the year in this area, was unusually rainy.
This resulted in saturated soils across the region.
In the days just before 20 June, 2013, an upslope storm system became trapped over the
Front Ranges, dumping 200mm of rain and mostly melting the high altitude snow pack.

The combined rain and meltwater overwhelmed the drainage capacity of the creek, leading to flash
flooding with catastrophic effects. According to an eyewitness account from the spot you are standing,
Cougar Creek hit the TransCanada highway road embankment with huge force. The culvert beneath the
highway quickly became clogged with debris, including whole trees, leading to Cougar Creek washing over
the surface of the westbound lanes and hitting the embankment under the eastbound lanes with
remarkably high pressure. After several minutes of this hydraulic force, the TransCanada highway became
washed out, virtually cutting off Canmore and points west from the City of Calgary. Live news coverage
showed properties that overlooked the creek being washed away and excavators working desperately to
shore up the embankment to prevent further property damage (Figure 14). This is a frame from a YouTube
that captures this disaster; see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcMfAsh-jK0.
As a result of the 2013 flood, the Cougar Creek drainage has become widely scoured. A major flood
mitigation project has been undertaken by the Province of Alberta to mitigate future flood damage.

Figure 14: Cougar Creek during the June 2013 flood. Two excavators are working to shore up the roadway
in a residential area. From https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcMfAsh-jK0.
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Stop 2.4: Grotto Mountain Pond
We will stop for lunch at Grotto Mountain Pond, a day-use area within Bow Valley Provincial Park that
contains a small body of water that is stocked with fish and, therefore, popular with anglers. This area is
also the point of departure for the popular Grotto Canyon hike. While offering nice views and
possibilities for wildlife observation, unfortunately, this lunch location is not all that quiet due to traffic
on the nearby highway as well as industrial activities in the Exshaw quarry and associated cement
production facilities.
Concerns have been expressed about possible rockslide hazards on the southwestern flank of Grotto
Mountain near the town of Canmore due to ongoing quarrying operations (Figure 15). The strata in the
Front Ranges are prone to slab-like rockslides that develop on dipping mountain slopes, especially in
cases where the slope is convex near the base (Gadd, 2017). Given the history of large rockslides in
Alberta, such as the Frank Slide at Turtle Mountain in Crowsnest Pass (Cruden and Krahn, 1978), such
concerns are well-founded. If a large rockslide occurred at this location, it would have the potential to
dam the Bow River and cause flooding in Canmore, which is located on the flood plain (Gadd, 2017).

Figure 15: View of Grotto Mountain, looking northeast from the Three Sisters area, with the
Bow River in the foreground. Concerns have been raised that quarry operations could
destabilize the entire mountain slope. Our lunch stop is on the other side of the ridge. From
Gadd (2017)

Stop 2.5: Kananaskis Field Station
The final stop of the Field Trip is located at the Kananaskis Field Station, operated by the Biogeosciences
Institute at the University of Calgary and located near Barrier Lake in Kananaskis Country. The focus of this
stop will be on the history of the site, as well as Indigenous perspectives on the landscape of southern
Alberta.
The site of the Kananaskis Field Station has had a varied human use - an important travel corridor for First
Nations, a relief camp during the depression, an enemy alien and merchant marine internment camp, and
a prisoner of war camp during WWII. We will be splitting into two groups here. Sue Arlidge, Biogeoscience
Institute staff, will be leading one group at a time for a short hike around the property to describe the
interesting history of this location.
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The land on which the Field Station sits is located in Treaty 7 territory. This treaty was signed in 1877 at
Blackfoot Crossing of the Bow River and represented both a written and oral agreement between the
Crown and the following First Nations (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_7):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bearspaw First Nation (Stoney First Nation/Nakoda)
Chiniki First Nation (Stoney First Nation/Nakoda)
Blood Tribe (Kainai Nation) (Blackfoot)
Piikani Nation (Blackfoot)
Siksika Nation (Blackfoot)
Tsuut'ina Nation (Sarcee)
Wesley First Nation (Stoney First Nation/Nakoda)

The Blackfoot Confederacy includes some of the First Nations listed above, and at the time of Treaty 7, it
spanned a region that extended from southern Alberta into Montana. These linguistically related groups
relied on the bison herds, which were decimated shortly after the signing of Treaty 7 (Glenbow Museum
Archives). At the time that the treaty was signed, the main motivating factor for Canada, a very young
nation in 1877, was to obtain land rights to connect the national railway through southern Alberta.
The First Nations have a strong spiritual connection to the land (https://www.ictinc.ca/blog/first-nationrelationship-to-the-land). As stated in Article 25 of the United Nations Declaration of Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, "Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual
relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and
coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard."
There are many traditional land use, sacred sites, and sites of cultural significance across Alberta, including
Okotoks, Áísínai'pi (Writing on Stone), Rib Stones, Earth Wall Village, Berry Point, Medicine Lake Wintering
Hills, Lac St. Anne, Cyprus Hills, Blackfoot Crossing, Head-Smashed in Buffalo Jump, and Medicine Wheel
(https://cass.ab.ca/indigenous-education/learning-from-the-land/).
While one student group is being led for a historical hike around the Field Station, the other group will
remain inside to have a discussion about Indigenous perspectives, including Reconciliation. The two
groups will switch after 30 minutes.
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